FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 01/28/2010

To: Sacramento Attn: IA
San Francisco Attn: SSA

From: Sacramento Attn: SSAI
Fresno PA Attn: SSA
Contact: SA

Approved By: tjs
Drafted By: SA

Case ID #: (U) 806H-SC-C43015 (Pending)
Title: (U)

Synopsis: (U)

Derived From: FBI NS1SCG-20080301
Declassify On: 20350128

Administrative: (U) A/ASAC

Details: (U) On 01/27/2010, SA

Personal Information

ACLURM007470
To: Sacramento  From: Sacramento
Re: (U) 806H-SC-C43015  01/28/2010

(U)

population

(U)

SECRET

ACLURM007471
To: Sacramento From: Sacramento
Re: (U) 806H-SC-C43015
01/28/2010

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Info)

SACRAMENTO
AT FRESNO, CA
(U) Request IA read and clear.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

(U) Request SSA read and clear.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

SAN FRANCISCO
AT SAN FRANCISCO, CA
(U) Request SSA read and clear.

**
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

IMAGE RECORD FOR:

EXPRESS:
SEX:
CLASS:
HEIGHT:
WEIGHT:

DATE OF BIRTH:
ADDRESS:

PHOTO DATE:
PHOTO OFFICE:
APPLY DATE:
APPLICATION OFFICE:

ISSUE DATE:
ISSUE OFFICE:
RESTRICTIONS:

Date: ___________________ /s/ ___________________

1/28/2010

ACLURM007475